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Foreword 

This document is intended to be a guide to a basic understanding of the law and how to apply 
the practice to your own situations. It has been written with the purpose of assisting people 
currently engaged in a lawsuit - a litigant, and those dealing with a legal matter by 
themselves.  The information provided can be no more than of a general nature, and although 
every care has been taken to ensure that it is correct we cannot be responsible for any action 
taken as a result of using this guide. ‘The Law Guide’ is educational in nature and does not 
constitute a definitive or complete statement of the law. It must not be used as legal advice 
as the information provided may not relate to the individual circumstances of any case. You 
should always consider the need to gain relevant advice on your specific legal matter before 
taking any action.  

We hope that this book will prove useful and help answer many of your questions. Please 
send us your comments and any suggestions to the email address below. The author and 
lawyers at Legal-Zone will be happy to provide any further help and advice needed and can 
be contacted through the website at www.legal-zone.co.uk 
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Introduction 

Where property is owned or occupied by those who are married or in a civil partnership, the 
rights and entitlements to the property will be decided by a family court in matrimonial 
proceedings, should the relationship break down. The same is not the case with those who 
have jointly acquired a property and lived in it together without marrying or forming a civil 
partnership. If their relationship breaks down and they are not able to agree matters over 
shares and entitlements to their property, the Family Court will not have jurisdiction and the 
rules over dividing up property which apply to married couples will have no place. A dispute 
over entitlements and shares in a property will be decided in accordance with the Civil 
Procedure Rules in the county court. 

Cohabitees, who during the course of their relationship have bought a property together 
when the flames of love burnt strong, will often fall out over entitlements to the property, 
should their relationship break down. The property may have been bought in the name of 
one of the partners, but the other has made a contribution either in money or by working on 
the property. Alternatively, the property may be in joint names, but the contributions have 
not been equal.  

Very often, couples enshrined in their love for each and anxious to create a nest together will 
unwisely give little thought and find it unromantic to set down in writing what they intend, 
should their love freeze over and the nest fall apart. When this happens and agreement is not 
possible, it may befall a county court to decide the beneficial interests in the property – often 
in acrimonious circumstances.  

Where the intention as to what is to happen on sale of the property was not recorded in 
writing in a cohabitation agreement, by means of a trust deed or on the title of the property, 
a court must try to determine what was or would have been the common intention. The 
smallest detail of what was said many years before may be of critical importance. The result 
is that the Law is far from straightforward, and cases taken to the court could be long and 
expensive. This can be avoided often with the help of a mediator and willingness to 
compromise, but an understanding of the Law is first necessary. 

 

Owning land with another 

When two or more people own a property together, the law assumes the creation of a trust 
of land. Each owner is considered a trustee and to hold his or her beneficial interest in the 
land subject to a trust for their co-owner and beneficiary under the trust. This ‘automatic’ 
creation of a trust presents no difficulty when each owner has the same interests and 
aspirations, but when they differ problems will arise. Often, one owner will wish to sell the 
property in order to take his or her share of the equity, whilst the other for one reason or 
another wishes to retain the property, usually for their sole occupation. 

 A common instance of the above is where cohabitees who have purchased a property 
together for joint occupation decide to separate. One partner wishes to remain living in the 
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jointly owned property but the other wishes to sell, purchase an alternative property and 
move on with his or her life. Although they may hold the property in equal shares on trust for 
each other, the terms of that trust were not specifically defined when they purchased the 
property and what was intended is now in dispute. 

A person with a beneficial interest subject to a trust of land may apply to a court for that 
interest to be defined and for orders relating to the operation of the trust. These can include 
an order that the property is sold and as to the nature and extent of the beneficiaries 
interests. The court has a wide discretion and range of powers to exercise the functions of 
the trustees in dispute as it sees fit. When ordering a sale, it can decide the shares in the sale 
proceeds.  

Such applications are made under the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996 
(TOLATA). On application under section 14 of the Act, the court are able to make such orders 
as it thinks fit as to the exercise by the trustees of any of their functions or the nature or 
extent of the beneficiaries' interests. This includes a power to order or prevent the sale of a 
property held jointly on trust. 

The typical application is for the declaration of a trust and/or the parties’ beneficial shares, 
an account and an order for sale. However, S14 (2) enables the court to exercise any of the 
powers of the trustees. By S13, these include regulating occupation and determining an 
occupation rent. Thus, the court may postpone sale and allow one owner to remain in 
occupation, although that person will almost always be required to pay the mortgage and 
other outgoings and keep the property insured and in good repair. 

TOLATA is also used by creditors to obtain a sale pursuant to a charging order. Where only 
one co-owner is indebted, the charge attaches to their beneficial share only. A sale under the 
Charging Orders Act would only result in a sale of that beneficial interest, whereas the whole 
legal and beneficial title may be sold under TOLATA.  

There is no specific pre-action protocol for TOLATA claims, however, it is sensible to send a 
letter before action to the other owner, clearly setting out the requirements and advising of 
the intention to issue proceedings, unless agreement is reached. As such claims can become 
bloody, protracted and expensive consideration should always be given to resolving by 
mediation. 

 

The Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996 

The Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 1996 (TOLATA) contains the mechanism 
for resolving disputes about the existence and exercise of beneficial interests in land. By virtue 
of the Act, all co-ownership of land is regulated as a trust over that land. TOLATA gives a court 
power to step into the shoes of the trustees and decide issues between them as to the trust 
property. The matters to which the court is to have regard when exercising these powers are 
in S14 of the Act. 
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A party wishing to establish or have determined an interest in land may therefore apply for 
an order under S14 of the Act. Upon the making of the application, the court may make any 
order ‘relating to the exercise by the trustees of any of their functions’ (such as an order for 
sale) or ‘declaring the nature or extent of a person’s interest in the property as it thinks fit.’ 

Included in this can therefore be an order that the property should be sold, and in making 
such an order, the court may also make an order as to the division of the proceeds of sale by 
declaring the nature and extent of the interests in the property. It may also make such orders 
as are necessary as to conduct of the sale and use of the property until sale. 

When asked to make an order under S14 TOLATA, the court will consider a checklist including: 

 the intention of the trust creator or creators; 

 the purposes for which the property subject to the trust is held; 

 the welfare of any minor; 

 the interests of any secured creditor. 

This checklist does not provide the court with any discretion under the Act to adjust beneficial 
interests. These must be dealt with in accordance with general principles of trust law. Thus, 
the proceeds of sale of property held jointly between two owners will be divided equally, 
where no other intent has been shown.  

The starting point in resolving disputes is first to establish whether the property is held jointly 
subject to a trust of land. This will usually be determined from the title registered at HM Land 
Registry. If a trust has not been declared or the property is not held jointly, anybody claiming 
an interest in the land will need to show the creation of an equitable resulting or constructive 
trust. 

As was said by Baroness Hale in Stack-v-Dowden: 

‘...the starting point where there is sole legal ownership is sole beneficial ownership. The 
starting point where there is joint legal ownership is joint beneficial ownership. The onus is 
upon the person seeking to show that the beneficial ownership is different from the legal 
ownership.’ 

 

Joint legal ownership 

Arguments over jointly owned property are likely to be over the extent of the parties’ 
beneficial interests in the property and whether there was an intention that their beneficial 
interest should be different from their legal interests. If so, in what way and to what extent? 

Legal interests will – unless otherwise declared – be equal with each joint owner having a half 
share. The usual argument is that one owner, who may have paid the deposit on purchase or 
made greater contribution to the value of the property, is entitled to a greater share. 
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In the leading case of Stack-v-Dowden, the court (by a majority) determined that: 

• In identifying the extent of the parties' beneficial interest in a property, the court would 
seek to ascertain the parties' shared intentions, actual, inferred or imputed with respect 
to the property, in the light of their whole course of conduct in relation to it.  

• In a joint names case, the questions were not ‘what is the extent of the parties' beneficial 
interests?’ but ‘did the parties intend their beneficial interests to be different from their 
legal interests?’ and ‘if they did, in what way and to what extent?’  

• The domestic context was very different from the commercial context. 

It was further said: 

‘Each case will turn on its own facts. Many more factors than financial contributions may be 
relevant to divining the parties’ true intentions.’ 

Subsequent cases have shown these facts to include: 

• Any advice or discussions at the time of the transfer which cast light upon their intentions 
then;  

• The reasons why the home was acquired in their joint names;  

• The reasons why (if it be the case) the survivor was authorised to give a receipt for the 
capital moneys;  

• The purpose for which the home was acquired;  

• The nature of the parties' relationship;  

• Whether they had children for whom they both had responsibility to provide a home;  

• How the purchase was financed, both initially and subsequently; 

• How the parties arranged their finances, whether separately or together or a bit of both;  

• How they discharged the outgoings on the property and their other household expenses.  

The cases show that this is not an exhaustive list. Whatever the parties' intentions at the 
outset were, these may well have changed, such as where one party has financed (or 
constructed himself) an extension or substantial improvement to the property. What they 
had at the outset would then be significantly different from what they have now. 

Deciding the common intention, when it has not been set down, has been referred to as a 
‘witches brew’. Certain rules have evolved, and the law can only be deduced from decided 
cases. Chief of these and the leading case is the House of Lords decision in Stack-v-Dowden. 
Unfortunately however, whilst clarifying much, their Lordships also planted seeds of doubt. 
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Stack-v-Dowden (2007) 

Mr Stack and Ms Dowden cohabited for over 20 years and had 4 children. They lived together 
first in rented property, then in a property bought in the name of Ms Dowden, then most 
recently in a property bought in their joint names. They both made contributions to the 
purchase of the current property and it was agreed that they both had beneficial shares. The 
issue at trial was the extent of those shares, which were at first instance determined to be 
equal. Ms Dowden appealed, and the Court of Appeal, interpreting the facts differently from 
the trial judge, divided the equity 35/65% in favour of Ms Dowden. Mr Stack appealed to the 
House of Lords. 

It was argued before the House of Lords that there ought to be a presumption that when a 
property is owned in joint names, it was owned equally with each party equally entitled to a 
share of the proceeds on sale. Their Lordships found that there should be such a presumption. 
Their Lordships, however, also made a number of other findings. The presumption of equality 
could be displaced if there were 'very unusual' circumstances, as was found in this case.  

Stack-v-Dowden has become the leading case on beneficial entitlements to property in the 
domestic context and establishes these principles: 

 The starting point, where there is sole legal ownership, is sole beneficial ownership.  

 The starting point, where there is joint legal ownership, is joint beneficial ownership.     

 The onus is on the party contending that the beneficial interests were divided otherwise 
than as the title showed to demonstrate this on the facts.   

 A conveyance of a domestic property into joint names indicated both legal and beneficial 
ownership, unless and until the contrary was proven. 

 In identifying the extent of the parties' beneficial interest in a property, the court would 
seek to ascertain the parties' shared intentions, actual, inferred or imputed with respect 
to the property, in the light of their whole course of conduct in relation to it. 

 In the context of homes conveyed into the name of one party only, a more flexible 
approach to quantification of an established beneficial interest and resulting trust could 
be applied. 

 In a joint names case, the questions were not ‘what is the extent of the parties' beneficial 
interests?" but ‘did the parties intend their beneficial interests to be different from their 
legal interests?’ and ‘if they did, in what way and to what extent?’   

 There were differences between sole and joint names cases, when trying to divine the 
common intentions or understanding between the parties, including the fact that the 
decision to put the property into joint names would almost always have been a conscious 
decision. 

 The domestic context was very different from the commercial context. 

The sort of factors which could have a bearing on showing beneficial interests to be different 
from the legal ones were considered in Stack-v-Dowden. It was said: 
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‘Each case will turn on its own facts. Many more factors than financial contributions may be 
relevant to divining the parties' true intentions.’ 

These have been shown to include:  

 any advice or discussions at the time of the purchase, which cast light upon their 
intentions then;  

 the reasons why the home was acquired in their joint names;  

 the reasons why (if it be the case) the survivor was authorised to give a receipt for the 
capital moneys;  

 the purpose for which the home was acquired;  

 the nature of the parties' relationship;  

 whether they had children for whom they both had responsibility to provide a home;  

 how the purchase was financed, both initially and subsequently; 

 how the parties arranged their finances, whether separately or together or a bit of both;  

 how they discharged the outgoings on the property and their other household expenses.  

The distinction was made between the position where the home is vested in the name of one 
partner and the other claims a share, and where the home is jointly owned in equal shares 
and one partner claims a greater share. A different approach should be taken to each. 

The established legal presumption is that equity follows the law and it is for the claimant to 
prove to the contrary.  Shared beneficial ownership is assumed when property is held jointly 
and the only real question issue is quantification of the shares.  

The questions in a joint names case will therefore be ‘what is the extent of the parties' 
beneficial interests?’ The questions the court must ask will be: 

(a) ‘Did the parties intend their beneficial interest to be different from their legal interests?’ 
and  

(b) ‘If they did, in what way and to what extent?’  

Baroness Hale said in Stack-v-Dowden: 

‘The common intention as to the nature and extent of each party’s share must be ascertained. 
It would seem that this can be inferred but cannot be imputed.  

This common intention as to the amount of each share can be ascertained by: 

‘... adopting what has been called a ‘holistic approach’ to quantification, undertaking a survey 
of the whole course of dealing between the parties and taking account of all conduct which 
throws light on the question of what shares were intended.’ 

Baroness Hale expressed the view that joint names cases where the presumption of joint 
beneficial ownership is rebutted would be very unusual. She said: 
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‘Each case will turn on its own facts. Many more factors than financial considerations may be 
relevant to divining the parties' true intentions. These include: 

(1) any advice or discussions at the time of the transfer which cast light upon their intentions 
then; 

(2) the reasons why the house was acquired in their joint names; 

(3) the reasons why (if it be the case) the survivor was authorised to give a receipt for capital 

moneys;  

(4) the purpose for which the home was acquired; 

(5) the nature of the parties' relationship; 

(6) whether they had children for whom they both had responsibility to provide a home; 

(7) how the purchase was financed, both initially and subsequently; 

(8) how the parties arranged their finances, whether separately or together or a bit of both;  

(9) how they discharged the outgoings on the property and their other household expenses; 

(10) when a couple are joint owners of the home and jointly liable for the mortgage, the 
inferences to be drawn from who pays for what may be very different from the inferences 
to be drawn when only one is the owner of the home. The arithmetical calculation of how 
much was paid by each is also likely to be less important. It will be easier to draw the 
inference that they intended that each should contribute as much to the household as they 
reasonably could and that they would share the eventual benefit or burden equally; 

(11) the parties' individual characters and personalities may also be a factor in deciding 

where their true intentions lay.’ (Lettering added) 

 

What can be inferred 

When a couple are joint owners of the home and jointly liable for the mortgage, the 
inferences to be drawn from who pays for what may be very different from the inferences to 
be drawn when only one is owner of the home.  

The arithmetical calculation of how much was paid by each is also likely to be less important. 
It will be easier to draw the inference that they intended that each should contribute as much 
to the household as they reasonably could and that they would share the eventual benefit or 
burden equally.  

The parties' individual characters and personalities may also be a factor in deciding where 
their true intentions lay. In the cohabitation context, mercenary considerations may be more 
to the fore than they would be in marriage, but it should not be assumed that they always 
take pride of place over natural love and affection.  
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What was intended 

The most important recent case is that of Kernott-v-Jones [2010].    

In this case it was common ground that, when the man left the woman, they had an equal 
beneficial interest in the home that she continued to occupy and maintain. On separation, 
they surrendered a joint policy and divided the proceeds and the man used his half to put 
down a deposit on a new property. It was also common ground that the woman had no 
interest in the new property acquired in part with the policy.   

The man paid no maintenance for the children and did not contribute to the mortgage or any 
of the outgoings associated with the former family home. Some 12 years after the parties 
separated, the man sought his half share of the property and purported to sever the beneficial 
joint tenancy. Had he sought his half share at the time of separation there would have been 
no question over his entitlements.  

However, the trial judge concluded that he was entitled to look at the whole course of 
dealings post separation and at the fact that the man had made no contribution to the 
property post separation. He concluded that the man's share had been reduced by the time 
of trial to 10%. The man appealed and the Court of Appeal by a majority allowed the man's 
appeal.  The reason was that it was not possible to infer from the parties conduct an intention 
to vary the shares. 

As was said by one of the judges: 

 ‘… a bid by a joint purchaser to establish a greater beneficial interest than a joint interest will 
involve the steepest of climbs, usually resulting in a failure to attain the summit.’  

In the context of homes conveyed into the name of one party only, a more flexible approach 
to quantification of an established beneficial interest and resulting trust could be applied. 

There were differences between sole and joint names cases, when trying to divine the 
common intentions or understanding between the parties, including the fact that the decision 
to put the property into joint names would almost always have been a conscious decision. 

 

Property registered in one name 

The court will have to conduct a two-stage enquiry, where property is registered in the name 
of only one partner. Firstly, they must decide if there was a common intention to share the 
beneficial ownership and then the extent of each party’s share in the property. They must 
then decide whether there was a reliance by a party on the joint intention which has resulted 
in their detriment. 

Once common intention has been established from the parties’ conduct, that conduct must 
show that the party asserting a claim to a beneficial interest has acted to his or her detriment 
and ‘changed their position’ in reliance on that common intention. This further element of 
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detriment and change of position must occur after the common intention as to shared 
ownership has been proven. 

Common intention that a property should be jointly owned is necessary to establish a 
beneficial interest, but it is not sufficient by itself. It must also be shown that the claimant 
acted to his or her detriment in reliance upon what was intended. Detrimental reliance must 
be shown separately and in addition.  

 

Common intention 

The onus is on the non-legal owner to establish that there was a common intention to share 
the beneficial ownership. The standard of proof is the usual civil standard of ‘on a balance of 
probabilities’. In legal terms, such a common intention will be established through either 
establishing a trust or through proprietary estoppel. 

The common intention to share the beneficial interest can be established either by evidence 
of express discussions between the parties to that effect, or by evidence of conduct from 
which the common intention may be inferred. 

Express discussions was considered by Lord Bridge in Lloyds Bank PLC-v-Rosset (1991) 

‘... whether, independently of any inference to be drawn from the conduct of the parties in the 
course of sharing the house as their home and managing their joint affairs, there has at any 
time prior to acquisition, or exceptionally at some later date, been any agreement, 
arrangement or understanding reached between them that the property is to be shared 
beneficially.  

The finding of an agreement or arrangement to share in this sense can only, I think, be based 
on evidence of express discussions between the partners, however imperfectly remembered 
and however imprecise their terms may have been.’ 

A classic case of express discussions was Grant-v-Edwards (1986), in which the judge in the 
High Court had found that the man told the woman that her name was not going onto the 
title because it would cause some prejudice in the matrimonial proceedings between the 
woman and her husband which were then pending or expected.  

Lord Justice Nourse in the Court of Appeal held that:  

‘These facts appear to me to raise a clear inference that there was an understanding between 
the plaintiff and the defendant, or a common intention, that the plaintiff was to have some 
sort of proprietary interest in the house; otherwise no excuse for not putting her name onto 
the title would have been needed.’ 

In this case and another ‘excuse’ case of Eves-v-Eves (1975), the female partner was led by 

the male partner to believe that ‘… the property would belong to them jointly’. In Eves-v-
Eves, the man told his partner that the only reason why the property was to be purchased in 
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his sole name was because she was under 21 and that, but for her age, he would have had 
the house put into their joint names.  

The intention of the parties can also be shown from post-acquisition conduct. 

There are no firm rules as to exactly what conduct will be considered as evidence of shared 
ownership and which will not. Some recent cases suggest that a claimant's contributions may 
be characterised as having been motivated by expectations of a personal relationship rather 
than expectations of ownership.  

A common intention to share the beneficial interest may, however, be inferred from a direct 
contribution towards the acquisition, from an assumption of liability under a mortgage and 
from regular and substantial contributions towards the mortgage. Indirect financial 
contributions, such as payment for domestic expenditure, may also suffice, as should the 
making of improvements which add significantly to the purchase price.  

In Burns-v-Burns (1984), it was held that a woman was not entitled to any share in the 
beneficial interest in the home.  

Ms Burns had lived with the defendant for 19 years, but they had never married. The house 
had been bought in the name of Mr Burns, who had paid the purchase price. Ms B made no 
financial contributions to the purchase or mortgage and had acted solely as a homemaker 
carrying out domestic duties. She had, however, made financial contributions to the 
household with regards to household bills and redecorating. 

The court held that in the absence of a financial contribution which could be related to the 
acquisition to the property, such as payment of the mortgage, there is no right to a beneficial 
entitlement to a family home. This decision was affirmed by the Lords Justice Waller, Fox and 
May in the Court of Appeal, ‘even though over a very substantial number of years she may 
have worked just as hard as the man in maintaining the family, in the sense of keeping the 
house, giving birth to and looking after and helping to bring up the children of the union.’ 

In Walsh-v-Singh [2009], the female claimant failed to establish a beneficial interest in 
property owned by her former partner. She carried out works in making a property habitable 
and, indeed, was instrumental in finding the property eventually purchased by the man, in his 
sole name and from his resources. After outlining some of the works carried out by the 
woman, the judge said:  

‘Overall, though, these works were explicable by her wish to live at (the property), and said 
nothing about ownership.’ 

Express discussions must be pleaded in great detail. Much will depend on credibility. Strong 
evidence is required. 

In the absence of express discussions, the court will consider the conduct of the parties as the 
basis from which to infer a common intention to share the property beneficially.  

The crucial question will be the nature of the conduct and what will be held as sufficient to 
show a common intention.  
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The emphasis is on the parties’ shared intentions. As Lord Diplock said in Gissing-v-
Gissing [1971]: 

‘The relevant intention of each party is the intention which was reasonably understood by the 
other party to be manifested by that party’s words or conduct, notwithstanding that he did 
not consciously formulate that intention in his own mind or even acted with some different 
intention which he did not communicate to the other party.’  

In Midland Bank-v-Cooke and Another, the couple married in 1971 and moved into a house 
purchased in the husband’s name. The purchase price of £8,500 was raised by a mortgage of 
£6,450 with the balance made up by the husband’s own savings and £1,000 in the form of a 
wedding gift from the husband’s parents. The wife, a teacher, made considerable financial 
contributions to the upkeep of the home and to household expenses. The property was 
subsequently transferred into their joint names as tenants in common. The couple 
subsequently defaulted on payments and the bank sought possession. The county court judge 
found that the wife’s equitable interest took priority over the bank’s claim; but he held that 
her interest was 6.7% of the house’s value, being the proportion of the purchase price 
represented by her half-share of the £1,000.  

The Court of Appeal held on appeal that she was entitled to half the beneficial interest. Waite 
LJ said that, when determining the size of the beneficial interests, it is the duty of the judge 
to undertake a survey of the whole course of dealing between the parties relevant to their 
ownership and occupation of the property and their sharing of its burdens and advantages.  

This demonstrates that the court’s scrutiny will not confine itself to the limited range of direct 
contributions that are needed to found a beneficial interest in the first place. The principle in 
these cases appears to be that once a claimant has established some beneficial interest by 
making a contribution to the purchase price, the quantification of that interest is determined 
by reference to broader considerations of the whole course of dealings between the parties 
over the course of their relationship, including a range of different contributions to family life. 

In Le Foe-v-Le Foe and Woolwich PLC (2001), Nicholas Mostyn QC went further and held that 
an indirect financial contributions to a mortgage entitled the court to infer that the parties’ 
common intention was that the woman should have a 50% beneficial interest in the home, 
even though she had made no initial direct contribution to the purchase.  

Case-law has shown a restrictive approach in relation to the existence (as opposed to the 
quantum) of an equitable interest. Where one partner has made a direct contribution to the 
home, the courts have been ready to infer an intention that both parties should have a 
proprietary interest in the property. Such financial contribution, which has allowed a 
beneficial interest to be established, can include: 

 cash contribution to the purchase or to the initial deposit, 

 assumption of liability under a mortgage, 

 regular and substantial direct contributions to the mortgage instalments. 
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More difficult are indirect financial contributions to the purchase or upkeep of property, or 
contributions to costs of running the household and other family expenses, or non-financial 
contributions to family life. 

Courts are unwilling to hold that these, standing alone, give rise to the inference that a 
constructive trust had been created.  

But other more recent authorities adopt a broader-brush approach to the subsequent 
quantification of a beneficial interest which has already come into existence through initial 
direct contribution to the purchase.  

 

Detrimental reliance 

Once the court has identified an agreement, arrangement or understanding, it will turn to 
consider whether the claimant has ‘acted to his or her detriment or significantly altered his 
or her position’ in reliance on the express common intention.  

The question of what conduct will suffice to show a detrimental reliance is one of fact. The 
fact that a claimant has acted to their detriment does not usually present a problem and has 
rarely been at issue in recent case-law.  

In Grant-v-Edwards (1986), it was stated that the conduct amounting to detrimental reliance 
by the party asserting their claim need not be related to the acquisition of the property. But 
that party must have acted to their detriment on the faith of the common intention shown 
between them both, and that the detriment was consequential to the understanding that 
they were to have some sort of proprietary interest in the property.  

The detriment must be substantial. Thus, for example, decorating the property will not 
suffice, but carrying out refurbishing work that the other party would otherwise have had to 
pay a professional to do could be. 

Detrimental reliance must be induced by encouragement, and need not consist of the 
expenditure of money (or any other quantifiable financial detriment), so long as it is 
something substantial going beyond what might normally be expected of the relationship. 
The encouragement must relate to the property.  

In Lissimore-v-Downing (2003), Mr Downing has assured Ms Lissimore that ‘she would never 
want for anything’, that ‘he would take care of her’, that ‘she did not need to worry her pretty 
little head about money’, that ‘his other girlfriends had never wanted for anything’ and that 
‘he had looked after his other girlfriends and she would not be different’. 

Ms Lissimore had therefore given up her job and turned down the offer of a better career. 
She had become financially dependent on Mr Downing and had not invested the monies 
received from her divorce settlement in purchasing a property or otherwise investing it. 
Instead she had spent it, and for the time that she lived with Mr Downing, devoted herself to 
the maintenance, improvement and smooth running of Mr Downing's estate in Shropshire. 
None of this was considered to amount to substantial detriment. 
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If the two elements of encouragement and acting to the detriment are proved, the court will 
determine ‘the extent of the equity and the relief needed to satisfy it’; which will be ‘the 
minimum equity to do justice’ between the parties. The relief granted to the claimant will be 
proportionate to their expectation and detriment.  

Thus, in Jennings-v-Rice & Ors (2002), it was considered to be disproportionate for the 
claimant, who had spent a considerable amount of time over many years caring for the 
deceased, to receive her entire estate of £1.285 million, and instead he was awarded 
£200,000, a sum estimated to be the cost of full-time nursing care for the relevant period. 

 

Quantifying the interests 

Having established that there is an interest, the final matter to be determined is the 
quantification of each party's share in the property. Here, the court should take a 'holistic' 
approach, as explained by Baroness Hale in Stack-v-Dowden.  

The parties' respective shares are to be ascertained by undertaking a survey of the whole 
course of dealing between them in relation to the property and taking account of all conduct 
which sheds light on the question what shares of the property were intended. 

Obviously, this will be easy where the intentions as to shares were actually expressed, but 
inferred or imputed intentions will be more difficult to ascertain, and in cases of sole 
ownership there is no presumption that the party asserting a claim has a 50% interest. 

Financial contributions will be important and will be conclusive in the absence of other 
evidence, but other evidence of intention will also be taken into account, including those set 
out by Baroness Hale in Stack-v-Dowden. 

 

The equitable basis of a claim 

Fairness 

Many claims for shares in property are based upon what is fair. Unfortunately, that is not 
likely to be enough. 

In Holman-v-Howes [2007], Lloyd LJ held that the court's inquiry should be directed towards 
what was intended between the parties or, if that could not be identified directly, what they 
must be taken from their conduct to have intended.  

He went on to say: 

‘It is not that which the court considers fair.’  
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This was a case where the claimant relied upon post-acquisition’ matters in relation to a 
property as indicating the necessary common intention to share ownership.  

The legal owner of the property had left the property many years previously, and the claimant 
had then been solely responsible for its upkeep and did not pursue claims for maintenance in 
respect of the parties' daughter. The Court of Appeal declined to take these matters into 
account and said: 

‘With the benefit of Stack v Dowden to assist, it seems to me that the matters sought to be 
relied on can be seen as plainly irrelevant to this particular inquiry. To take them into account 
would be to go back to the impermissible question of what the court considers fair.’ 

In James-v-Thomas [2007], a property was in the man's sole name when the woman moved 
in with him.  

She gave him £5,000 to enable him to pay a tax bill and worked with the man in carrying out 
some remedial work to the property as well as assisted him in his business. Over the years, 
they carried out extensive renovation to the property, funded by the man's business. Planning 
applications were in joint names and both were involved in the hands-on aspects of the work.  

The man had said that such works would benefit both of them and that the woman would be 
well provided for on his death. Some years later the relationship broke down, the woman 
moved out and their business partnership was dissolved. She relied on the doctrines of 
constructive trust and proprietary estoppel to establish a beneficial interest in the property. 
The man conceded that in fairness the woman was entitled to some interest in the property. 
However, the judge dismissed the woman's claim and the Court of Appeal upheld that 
judgment.  

In Fowler-v-Barron [2007], the man and woman had a relationship over 23 years. They had 
two children, and five years into their relationship, they purchased a property in joint names 
as a family home.  

The man paid the deposit and other capital towards the purchase of the property from the 
proceeds of his previous home and, although the mortgage was in joint names, he always paid 
it out of his pension. The woman used her income for herself and the children and the man 
paid everything else.  

The trial judge rejected the woman's claim for a beneficial interest in the property and 
declared the man as the sole beneficial owner. The Court of Appeal allowed her appeal. In 
concentrating on the parties' financial contributions, rather than their shared intentions, the 
judge had erred in principle and the CA would intervene and reach its own conclusions.  

In Morris-v-Morris [2008], the Court of Appeal allowed an appeal against an order granting a 
woman a beneficial interest in a farm. In doing so, it confirmed that for there to be a common 
intention constructive trust which would allow a beneficial interest to arise, the court has to 
be satisfied that the parties each had the intention communicated to each other that, 
notwithstanding the title and absence of writing, there should be a disposal of a beneficial 
interest in land to the claimant woman. 
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In Thomson-v-Humphrey (2009), when the man and woman began their relationship, the man 
lived in his own property and the woman lived in rented accommodation. After a time, the 
man purchased a property for the woman and her children to live in. The woman gave up her 
part-time job, on the basis of the assurances from the man that he would look after her.  

Subsequently, the couple decided that the woman and her children should join the man in his 
home. Before this happened, the man tried to get the woman to sign a ‘living together’ 
agreement, acknowledging that she would have no interest in either the property she was 
about to move into or any future property. She refused but moved in anyway.  

Sometime later, the man sold the original property and purchased a new property as a ‘family 
home’ for himself, the woman and her children. The woman acted as housekeeper, did a little 
work for businesses belonging to the man, and helped to manage various development 
projects at the new property. When the relationship eventually broke down, the woman 
asserted a beneficial interest in the new property on the basis that there had been a common 
intention that she should have a share, or that the value of the original property which had 
been purchased for her use was to be taken as her contribution to the new property. 

Her application was dismissed on Stack principles. It was not a matter of fairness. A claimant 
who sought to establish a beneficial interest as against the holder of the legal title must show 
that it was intended that she should have a share, and must then establish the extent of that 
share. The task of the court was to ascertain the parties' shared intentions, actual, inferred or 
imputed, with respect to the property in the light of their whole course of conduct in relation 
to the property. Wherever reliance was placed on an actual agreement as to beneficial 
ownership, it was only if the claimant had acted to her detriment that she would be able to 
establish a right. 

The man's instructions to his solicitor to draft the ‘living together’ agreement and his attempt 
to get the woman to sign it made it clear that at that stage the man did not intend the woman 
to have any beneficial interest in his home, or in any future ‘family’ home, and a heavy onus 
was on the woman to show that this clear intention had changed by the time of the actual 
acquisition of the new property.  

Thus, the law must be that whilst the court can find that a beneficial interest is subsequently 
acquired by reason of conduct alone, the court will be slow to infer from conduct alone that 
the parties intended to vary existing beneficial interests established at the time of acquisition.  

 

Proprietary estoppel 

Proprietary estoppel is an equitable claim against the conscience of the ‘true’ owner.   

In order to establish that there is an estoppel, it is necessary to establish that one person led 
another to act to their detriment in the belief that rights over land would be acquired. 

The doctrine of proprietary estoppel can be used when one party moves into property already 
owned by another. If it is not possible to establish a constructive trust, it may be possible to 
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show that it would be unconscionable to allow a person to renege on a promise where the 
other has acted to their detriment in reliance upon it.  

Proprietary estoppel was defined in the old case of Taylor Fashions Ltd-v-Liverpool Victoria 
Friendly Society as being: 

‘If A, under an expectation created or encouraged by B that A shall have a certain interest in 
land, thereafter on the faith of such expectation and with the knowledge of B and without 
objection by him, acts to his detriment in connection with such land, a court of equity will 
compel B to give effect to such expectation.’ 

There are therefore essentially two elements to proprietary estoppel: encouragement by one 
party that the other has an interest and detrimental reliance upon the expectation created 
by that encouragement, by the other party.  

It is not enough to just show that a person has behaved unconscionably. One must, in 
addition, provide a coherent formulation of the content of the estoppel or of the proprietary 
interest that the estoppels was designed to protect. One must show that all three of the 
necessary ingredients to create a proprietary estoppel are present, namely: 

(i) A representation or assurance by the owner of land to the claimant that the claimant has 
acquired or will acquire rights in respect of that property;  

(ii) Detrimental reliance or change of position by the claimant in reliance thereon; and  

(iii) Unconscionable conduct by the owner in denying the claimant's rights. 

The equitable doctrine of estoppel prevents a person from asserting strict legal rights when 
it would be unconscionable or unjust to do so. If a party incurs expenditure or does some 
other act to his or her detriment in the belief, encouraged by the other, that he or she already 
owns or would be given some proprietary interest in a property, an equity will arise to have 
the expectations made good. Estoppel thus enables the court to go some way in giving effect 
to a party's reasonable assumptions (even if they are not shared by the other partner) if to do 
otherwise would be unjust.  

The representation must relate to a particular entitlement (present or future) in respect of 
the particular property in question.  

A representation will not give rise to a remedy if it is uncertain in its content. 

The trend of recent authority is to emphasise a broad approach to the doctrine of proprietary 
estoppel, its fundamental grounding in un-conscionability, and the interrelation of its 
constituent elements.  

There is common ground between the doctrines of estoppel and constructive trust, but 
important differences too. The basis of informal trusts is agreement or understanding (actual, 
inferred or presumed) that property is to be shared beneficially, whereas estoppel gives effect 
to the disappointed expectations of one party, whether or not shared by the other.  
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In Gillett-v-Holt (2001), the Court of Appeal emphasised that a mutual understanding is not 
essential to the operation of the doctrine of estoppel. 

A wide range of possible relief is available. The court may decide that this is satisfied by 
transfer of the entire legal estate, or proceeds of sale, by a proportion of the beneficial 
interest, or an occupation right, or financial compensation. Thus, the basis for quantifying a 
successful claimant's interest may differ in a case founded on estoppel from that which 
applies in a case founded on implied, resulting or constructive trust. 

 

Constructive trusts 

Under a constructive trust the common intention to share the beneficial ownership can be 
inferred from express discussions evidencing an agreement or understanding, or by drawing 
inferences from conduct. 

Sir John Chadwick in James-v-Thomas (2007), confirmed that a constructive trust might arise 
after the transfer of a property into a sole name. However, a claimant will face an uphill 
struggle to establish this on conduct alone (see also Morris-v-Morris (2008)). 

There are therefore two elements to establishing an interest under a constructive trust:  

(1) Showing that it was the common intention of the parties to share the beneficial interest 
in the property; and 

(2) Showing that the party asserting a claim to a beneficial interest has acted to his or her 
detriment in reliance on that common intention. 

Lord Bridge in Lloyds Bank-v-Rosset (1991) said: 

‘The first and fundamental question which must always be resolved is whether, independently 
of any inference to be drawn from the conduct of the parties in the course of sharing the house 
as their home and managing their joint affairs, there has at any time prior to acquisition, or 
exceptionally at some later date, been any agreement, arrangement or understanding 
reached between them that the property is to be shared beneficially. The finding of an 
agreement or arrangement to share in this sense can only, I think, be based on evidence of 
express discussions between the parties, however imperfectly remembered and however 
imprecise their terms may have been. Once a finding to this effect is made it will only be 
necessary for the partner asserting a claim to a beneficial interest against the partner holding 
the legal estate to show that he or she has acted to his or her detriment or significantly altered 
his or her position in reliance on the agreement in order to give rise to a constructive trust or 
a proprietary estoppel.’ 

 

Resulting trusts 

A resulting trust is based on presumed intention.  
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It can arise where one person makes a direct financial contribution to the purchase of 
property conveyed into the name of the other. He or she will, in the absence of evidence that 
some other result was intended, be entitled in equity to a share in the property proportionate 
to the amount of the contribution. The difficulty, however, is to establish whose presumed 
intention.  

This will be the case in common disputes surrounding the purchase of a council house at a 
discount by a long term tenant with money supplied by another – usually a relative. 

The two circumstances in which a resulting trust may arise were set out by Lord Browne-
Wilkinson in the case of Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale-v-Islington LBC: 

a. Where A makes a voluntary payment to B or pays (wholly or in part) for the purchase of 
property which is vested either in B alone or in the joint names of A and B, there is a 
presumption that A did not intend to make a gift to B: the money or property is held on 
trust for A (if he is the sole provider of the money) or in the case of a joint purchase by A 
and B, in shares proportionate to their contributions; and 

b. Where A transfers property to B on express trusts, but the trusts declared do not exhaust 
the whole beneficial interest. 

The first circumstance can also arise in relation to cohabitees. However, the majority view in 
Stack doubted that the presumption of a resulting trust was appropriate in the context of 
disputes relating to the family home. 

The assumption of a liability under a mortgage may be capable of giving rise to the 
presumption of resulting trust, but this will not be conclusive and the particular circumstances 
may show a contrary intention.  

In Carlton-v-Goodman (2002), it was found on the particular facts that the woman’s provision 
of security for a mortgage loan was a form of temporary and circumscribed assistance to the 
man who was the real purchaser, and was not intended by either joint mortgagor to confer a 
beneficial interest on her. 

According to the traditional concept of resulting trust, both the existence and the quantum 
of the equitable interest are determined by direct financial contributions to the purchase 
price. 

However, in recent authorities, the traditional resulting trust appears to be ‘overridden’ by 
the more flexible doctrine of constructive trust, so that the quantum of the beneficial interest 
of a claimant who has made some contribution to the purchase price will not be strictly 
proportionate to the amount of that initial contribution. This has introduced not only an 
element of flexibility but also some confusion into the law.  
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Application procedure  

Applications under S14 TOLATA are civil proceedings and Part 8 of the Civil Procedure Rules 
1998 ('CPR') will apply. The application can be made to the High Court or to the county court 
for the district in which the defendant lives or the property is situated.  

The application will be commenced by issuing a claim using a Part 8 claim Form N208, 
supported by a witness statement.  

The claim form should contain brief particulars of the claim, including the declaration of 
beneficial interest that the claimant is seeking. The witness statement should set out a 
detailed history of the matter, including evidence of common intention/proprietary estoppel 
encouragement and detrimental reliance, as appropriate. The claim form and witness 
statement are filed with the court, together with the court fee. 

The court will then issue the claim and fix a date for directions. The claimant must then serve 
the claim form, witness statement and notice of the directions hearing upon the defendant, 
who must then file an acknowledgement and his own witness statement within 14 days. 

At the directions hearing, the court will allocate the claim to the multitrack and give whatever 
other directions are appropriate, including fixing a timetable for the final hearing. 

The details of claim on Form N208 should read: 

Part 8 of the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 applies to the claim. 

The legal basis for the claim is that: 

The property was purchased by the claimant and the defendant in joint names, as a home 
for the two of them, and is held under a trust for sale. 

The property is no longer a home for the two of them. 

The claimant needs to realise the capital tied up in the property in order to buy somewhere 
else to live. 

The claimant relies on the evidence in the witness statement filed with this claim. 

The claim is made under section 14 of the Trusts of Land and Appointment of Trustees Act 
1996. 

Once completed, the Form 208 should be signed and dated, and 3 copies made for filing at 
the court. 

 

Statement in support 

The sort of things to be included in your statement will be: 

http://hmctsformfinder.justice.gov.uk/courtfinder/forms/n208-eng.pdf
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• the circumstances in which the property was acquired; 

• your present circumstances and whether you and the respondent still occupy the property; 

• why you require the property to be sold; 

• details of any charges or mortgages over the property and monies owing which are secured 
on the property; 

• the approximate value of the property; 

• any children living at the property. 

 

Other possible claims 

Claims other than under S14 TOLATA to property could be possible following the breakdown 
of a cohabitation. 

 

Children Act 1989, Schedule 1 

If there are children, seeking an order for the transfer of the property to them under Children 
Act 1989, Schedule 1.  

 

S17, Married Women's Property Act 1882 

Where the cohabitants were engaged, a claim can be made under S17, Married Women's 
Property Act 1882. This provides that a person who was engaged to be married may, within 
three years of the termination of the engagement, apply for a declaration as to what are the 
parties' rights in particular property.  

The applicant will have to establish a proprietary right in accordance with trust and common 
law principles which have been discussed above, as the court has no power to adjust 
proprietary rights. 

The procedure on a S17 application is set out in Family Proceedings Rules 1991, rules 3.6 and 
3.7. 

 

S37, Matrimonial Proceedings and Property Act 1970 

This section of the MPPA applies engaged couples by virtue of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act 1970, S2(1)) and provides that: 
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‘Where a person who was engaged to be married contributes in money or money’s worth to 
the improvement of real or personal property in which or in the proceeds of sale of which 
either or both of them has or have a beneficial interest, the person so contributing shall, if the 
contribution is of a substantial nature and subject to any agreement between them to the 
contrary express or implied, be treated as having then acquired by virtue of his or her 
contribution a share or an enlarged share, as the case may be, in that beneficial interest of 
such an extent as may have been then agreed or, in default of such agreement, as may seem 
in all the circumstances just to any court before which the question of the existence or extent 
of the beneficial interest of the parties arises (whether in proceedings between them or in any 
other proceedings).’ 

 

Cases 

Stack-v-Dowden 

The facts in Stack-v-Dowden are somewhat complicated, but the essential points are as 
follows: 

Mr Stack and Ms Dowden cohabited for over 20 years and had 4 children. They lived firstly in 
rented accommodation, then in a property in Ms Dowden’s sole name and finally in a property 
that they owned jointly. The purchase price of that last property (£190,000) came essentially 
from the net proceeds of sale of Ms Dowden’s previous property (£65,025), her savings (some 
£57,000) and a joint mortgage. The mortgage was repaid, with Mr Stack contributing £27,000 
and Ms Dowden contributing £38,435 towards the repayment. They separated in October 
2002, when Mr Stack left the property. Mr Stack then applied to the court for an order that 
the property be sold and that the net proceeds be divided equally. 

That application was heard in October 2004, when the judge concluded that, after such a long 
relationship, a 50/50 division was appropriate. He therefore made the order sought by Mr 
Stack. Ms Dowden appealed. 

In July 2005 the Court of Appeal allowed her appeal and ordered that the net proceeds of sale 
be divided 65% to 35% in her favour (she had made it clear that she was not then seeking any 
greater share than that). 

Mr Stack appealed to the House of Lords. The judgment of the House of Lords is long and 
complex, and their Lordships weren’t entirely in agreement with one another. However, the 
most important points can be summarised as follows. 

The starting-point when determining shares in a property is what the deeds say. Accordingly, 
if they say that the property is owned by one person, the starting-point is that they own it 
100%, and if they say that the property is owned jointly without specifying shares, the starting 
point is that each party owns 50%. 

The onus is on the person claiming a different share from that stated in the deeds to prove 
that they are entitled to that share. So, in a sole ownership case, that person would be a non-
owner, and in a joint ownership case, where the deeds don’t specify shares, that person 
would be the one claiming more than 50% – Ms Dowden, in this case. 
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How was Ms Dowden to prove that she was entitled to the share she was claiming? Well, she 
would have to show that this was the shared intention of both her and Mr Stack. As Baroness 
Hale said: 

‘The search is to ascertain the parties’ shared intentions, actual, inferred or imputed, with 
respect to the property in the light of their whole course of conduct in relation to it.’ 

Baroness Hale then went on to list some of the factors that may be relevant in determining 
the true intentions of the parties. These include not just their financial contributions, but also 
such things as discussions at the time of purchase, the reasons why the home was purchased 
in joint names, the purpose for which it was acquired, the nature of the parties’ relationship 
and how they arranged their finances. However, warned Baroness Hale, having taken all of 
the relevant factors into account, the cases in which a joint owner succeeds in proving that 
they are entitled to more than stated in the deeds will be ‘very unusual’. 

*** 

Jones-v-Kernot 

The decision of the Supreme Court in Jones-v-Kernott was handed down on 9 November 2011. 

An unmarried couple purchased a house in joint names without any declaration of shares. 
Ownership was therefore registered as 50/50. The amount of money they contributed was 
however unequal, and overall Ms Jones contributed far more than Mr Kernott. They split up 
after 8 years living together in the house, in 1993.  Ms Jones remained in the house with the 
parties’ children and paid all subsequent bills and expenses on the house. Over 13 years 
later, Mr Kernott sought to realise his interest in the property, claiming a 50% share. Ms Jones 
argued she was entitled to the house in its entirety. 

At the initial trial in 2008, the judge decided Mr Kernott was entitled to 10% and Ms Jones 
90%. The matter proceeded on appeal through the High Court and Court of Appeal to the 
Supreme Court, where it was held that Ms Jones was entitled to a 90% share and Mr Kernott 
to a 10% share as originally decided. 

The Supreme Court provided the following guidance for disputes about the level of financial 
interest a party has in a property: 

(1) The starting point is that a property purchased in joint names without any express 
declaration of shares is held jointly 50:50. 

(2) The starting point can be displaced by showing (a) the parties had a different common 
intention at the time bought the home, or (b) that they later formed the common intention 
that their respective shares would change. 

(3) Where they did not write down what was agreed you have to look at their conduct. 

(4) Where it is clear that they did not intend to hold the property equally, the court has to 
decide what is fair having regard to the whole course of dealing between them in relation 
to the property. This is given a broad meaning. 
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(5) Each case will turn on its own facts. Financial contributions are relevant, but there are 
many other factors which may enable the court to decide what shares were either 
intended or fair. 

Where the family home was put into the name of one party only, the court has to firstly decide 
if it was intended that the other party have any share of the property at all. If so, the court 
has to decide what that interest is, and the common intention has once again to be deduced 
from their conduct. If the evidence shows a common intention to share ownership in the 
property but does not show what shares were intended, the court will have to proceed as at 
paragraphs (4) and (5) above. 

*** 

Thomson-v-Humphrey 

When the man and woman began their relationship, the man lived in his own property and 
the woman lived in rented accommodation. After a time, the man purchased a property for 
the woman and her children to live in. The woman gave up her part-time job on the basis of 
the assurances from the man that he would look after her.  

Subsequently, the couple decided that the woman and her children should join the man in his 
home. Before this happened the man tried to get the woman to sign a ‘living together’ 
agreement, acknowledging that she would have no interest in either the property she was 
about to move into or any future property. She refused but moved in anyway.  

Sometime later the man sold the original property and purchased a new property as a "family 
home" for himself, the woman and her children. The woman acted as housekeeper, did a little 
work for businesses belonging to the man, and helped to manage various development 
projects at the new property. When the relationship eventually broke down, the woman 
asserted a beneficial interest in the new property on the basis that there had been a common 
intention that she should have a share, or that the value of the original property which had 
been purchased for her use, was to be taken as her contribution to the new property. 

Her application was dismissed on Stack principles. It was not a matter of fairness. A claimant 
who sought to establish a beneficial interest as against the holder of the legal title must show 
that it was intended that she should have a share, and must then establish the extent of that 
share. The task of the court was to ascertain the parties' shared intentions, actual, inferred or 
imputed, with respect to the property in the light of their whole course of conduct in relation 
to the property. Wherever reliance was placed on an actual agreement as to beneficial 
ownership, it was only if the claimant had acted to her detriment that she would be able to 
establish a right. 

The man's instructions to his solicitor to draft the ‘living together’ agreement, and his attempt 
to get the woman to sign it, made it clear that at that stage the man did not intend the woman 
to have any beneficial interest in his home, or in any future ‘family’ home, and a heavy onus 
was on the woman to show that this clear intention had changed by the time of the actual 
acquisition of the new property.  
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Ritchie-v-Ritchie 

This case is not dissimilar to the facts of Stack. The house was conveyed into the joint names 
of mother and son, with no express declaration of the beneficial interest. Both were liable 
under a small mortgage, but the mother had contributed a large share by way of a ‘right to 
buy’ discount. The mother died and her son claimed the entire equity under the right of 
survivorship. Of course, this depended on whether they owned the equitable interest also as 
joint-tenants or whether, as the personal representatives of the mother claimed, as tenants 
in common in some as yet undetermined shares.  

It will be remembered that Baroness Hale in Stack emphasised that normally, and usually, 
‘equity would follow the law’, so that joint-ownership of the legal title would mean a joint-
tenancy of the equitable title (and so survivorship or a 50:50 split, if severance had occurred 
prior to death).  

Some comfort was found in this because it would preserve a measure of certainty for third 
parties, as well as enforcing the curtain principle of land registration. Thus, in Stack, much 
was made of the fact that the circumstances were exceptional and this alone justified the 
court in looking behind joint-ownership of the legal title and utilising the factors listed in 
Baroness Hale's judgment to quantify the equity for each party. Nevertheless, despite the 
insistence in Stack that it should be difficult to subvert a joint-tenancy of the legal title, it was 
clear that the factors listed were so wide-ranging that nearly any case could be made ‘special’. 
So it is with Ritchie that Judge Behrens decides that the Stack principles are not confined to 
couples in an intimate relationship (this must be correct), but also that the facts of this case 
are also ‘exceptional’ because many of the matters raised in Stack are present here. 

 

James-v-Thomas 

In James-v-Thomas (2007) EWCA Civ 1212, (2007) All ER (D) 373 (Nov), the claimant, Sharon 
James, claimed that she had acquired a beneficial interest in a property registered in the sole 
name of her former partner, Peter Thomas. The couple had met after Mr Thomas had 
acquired the property, known as ‘The Cottage’. In 1989, Ms James moved into The Cottage, 
and lived there until the couple separated, some 15 years later, in 2004. 

From the outset, Ms James began working in Mr Thomas’s agricultural building and drainage 
business, which he ran from The Cottage. She did hard manual work – driving a tipper truck, 
digging trenches, laying concrete, tarmac and gravel. She received no remuneration for this, 
and all of the profits of the business went into a bank account in Mr Thomas’s sole name.  

The suggestion that the claimant would be well provided after Mr Thomas’s death was 
dismissed as ‘a representation on the basis of a common assumption that the parties would 
still be living together when that eventuality occurred’ and so discounted as irrelevant. 
Further, evidence about Mr Thomas’s ‘evasiveness’ when Ms James suggested transferring 
the property into joint names was taken to positively indicate that he did not intend to share 
the beneficial ownership of the property. 

The difficulty in these kinds of cases is that the approach of the court is often not consistent. 
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*** 

Eves-v-Eves (1975) and Grant-v-Edwards (1986) have been described as ‘outstanding 
examples’ of express common intention cases, and in each case the female claimant acquired 
an equitable interest in the property. However, the express discussions in those cases 
amounted to even less than in this: in fact, they simply consisted in each instance of the male 
partner lying about why he could not put the property into joint names. 

*** 

Hammond-v-Mitchell (1991) is another case in which an excuse was made to avoid joint 
ownership, the only indication of an express discussion between the parties was in similar 
terms to those used by Ms James and Mr Thomas: ‘Don’t worry about the future, because 
when we are married, it will be half yours anyway and I’ll always look after you’. It could easily 
be argued, when comparing these words with those in this case, that ‘I will always look after 
you’ and ‘You will be well provided for’ are very similar in tone, and that in both cases, there 
was a common assumption that the female claimant would only benefit if the couple 
remained together – a feature which led to the court dismissing the representation as 
irrelevant in Ms James’s case. 

Yet in each of these cases, the court found that the female claimant had acquired an equitable 
interest in the property, on the basis, apparently, that the act of lying meant that the male 
partner must have realised that she should have had some interest in the property.  

In James-v-Thomas, the clear intention of the male living expenses, including the mortgage 
payments, were paid out of the same account. This continued until 1999, when the couple 
entered into a business partnership (dissolved in 2005). In 2002, the bank account was 
transferred into their joint names. 

A further piece of adjoining land, acquired at a later date, was transferred into Mr Thomas’s 
sole name. The consideration provided for this was not financial, but was in the form of 
building work, undertaken by both Ms James and Mr Thomas, for the vendors. 

The claimant claimed that she had acquired her equitable interest either by means of an 
express or inferred common intention constructive trust or by proprietary estoppel. The Court 
of Appeal rejected each of these possibilities. 

In order to establish an interest under a constructive trust, Ms James either had to adduce 
evidence of express discussions between the parties about an intention to share the beneficial 
ownership of the property, or demonstrate (by conduct) that the court could infer such an 
intention. She then had to prove that she had acted to her detriment in reliance on that 
intention (see Lloyd’s Bank-v-Rossett (1991)).  

The parties’ conversations about the ownership of the property were circumspect. However, 
Mr Thomas repeatedly told the claimant that any improvements made by both of them to the 
property would ‘benefit them both’, and that she would be ‘well provided for’ in the event of 
his death. The court interpreted these comments as general references to an improvement 
in the parties’ quality of life as a result of the substantial home improvements, rather than a 
specific reference to the beneficial ownership of the partner was to avoid joint ownership of 
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the property, yet in all but this case the claimant succeeded. Ms James would have been more 
successful if Mr Thomas had simply lied to avoid putting the property in joint names, rather 
than evaded the issue, which seems to make nonsense of the law. 

The claim for an inferred common intention constructive trust also failed, because in looking 
at the relevant conduct of the parties, the court is restricted to considering only direct 
financial contributions to the purchase price of the property (Rosset). This remains the case 
despite obiter remarks in Stack-v-Dowden suggesting that Lord Bridge’s comments may have 
been overly restrictive. Once again, it is tempting to speculate that a more sympathetic court 
might have found such a contribution in that the fruits of Ms James’s (unpaid) labour in the 
business went directly into Mr Thomas’s bank account (subsequently held in joint names), out 
of which all of the couple’s living expenses, including the mortgage payments, were paid. 

That scrutiny will not confine itself to the limited range of direct contributions that are needed 
to found a beneficial interest in the first place. The principle in these cases appears to be that 
once a claimant has established some beneficial interest by making a contribution to the 
purchase price, the quantification of that interest is determined by reference to broader 
considerations of the whole course of dealings between the parties over the course of their 
relationship, including a range of different contributions to family life. 

In Le Foe-v-Le Foe and Woolwich PLC(2001), the judge went further and held that an indirect 
financial contributions to a mortgage entitled the court to infer that the parties’ common 
intention was that the woman should have a 50% beneficial interest in the home, even though 
she had made no  initial direct contribution to the purchase. 

*** 

In Taylor Fashions Ltd v Liverpool Trustee Co Ltd (1982) 133, (1981), the assurances failed to 
impress the court, and in terms of the woman’s detrimental reliance, the court did not accept 
that she worked as she did for 15 years in the belief that she would acquire an interest in the 
property, preferring to refer her motives to the fact that ‘she and Mr Thomas were making 
their life together as man and wife’. 

Sir John Chadwick added that it was ‘a mistake to think that the motives which lead parties in 
such a relationship to act as they do are necessarily attributable to pecuniary self-interest’. 
This only serves to emphasise the difficulty faced by (mostly female) claimants in such cases 
– the court prefers to interpret their motives as home-building rather than pecuniary. This 
may well be true, but it effectively penalises the claimant for a lack of financial guile, and 
rewards the often much more financially aware legal owner. 

Provided that Ms James and Mr Thomas had not opted out of the scheme, they would have 
to meet certain eligibility requirements. They had not had a child together, which would 
automatically have qualified them. However, as they cohabited for 15 years, it is highly likely 
that they would satisfy the minimum qualifying period (not yet set but likely to be between 
two and five years). Ms James would then need to demonstrate that she had made ‘qualifying 
contributions to the relationship giving rise to certain enduring consequences at the point of 
separation’. 
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This means that she would need to show either that Mr Thomas had retained a benefit, or 
that she had a continuing economic disadvantage, as a result of contributions made to the 
relationship. The value of any award would depend on the extent of the retained benefit or 
continuing economic disadvantage. The idea of this is that the legal process should balance 
out the ‘pluses and minuses’ of the relationship, and the award would reflect this. 

In the absence of detailed information about the financial circumstances of Ms James and Mr 
Thomas, one can only speculate as to the outcome in this case, if these proposals were to be 
applied. Essentially, the court would seem to be required to undertake a balancing exercise 
in assessing the share of each of the parties.  

Applying that to this case, Ms James undoubtedly gained the advantage of having a roof over 
her head for 15 years. Against that, however, should be balanced the fact that she worked 
full time in Mr Thomas’s business, for no remuneration, which helped to pay the mortgage 
contributions; undertook substantial physical work in improving the house; and jointly paid 
for the additional land by her labour. It could also be argued that she had forgone the 
opportunity of purchasing her own property, which in the 15 years during which she lived 
with Mr Thomas would have considerably increased in value. 

Mr Thomas acquired a corresponding benefit from Ms James contributions, which he 
described as ‘substantial’ – to both home and business. Their relative positions at the end of 
their relationship were far from equal: although Ms James would be entitled to a share of the 
assets of the former partnership (as would Mr Thomas), she would be left without what is, 
after all, most people’s largest asset, both financially and personally – a home. Mr Thomas 
would be the owner of a substantially improved property, which had increased in value at 
least partly as a result of Ms James’ considerable work. He had also acquired additional land 
through her labour, which served as consideration for the acquisition. 

In its anxiety to follow Baroness Hale’s exhortation in Stack to follow the ‘rules’ rather than 
substituting its own idea of fairness, the court in this case has taken a step back into the bad 
old days of Mrs Burns (see Burns-v-Burns (1984), who walked away from a 20year relationship 
with nothing – although during that time she had undertaken all of the domestic chores and 
childcare, at the expense of her own career and to the considerable advantage of her partner. 
It can only be hoped that the sensible, workable proposals made by the Law Commission be 
accepted and developed to bring certainty (and equity) back into this important but 
fundamentally flawed area of law. 

*** 


